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Chapter: - 4 Images and Lists in HTML 
 Important terms:- 

 

 

 
   Answers of Practice Zone:- 

1. False 2. True  3. False 4. True 5. False 
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   Answers of Practice Zone:- 

1.  Error in the 1st line, Correct code is <OL type=a > 

2.  Error in the 1st line, Correct code is <UL type= disc> 

3.  Error in the 1st , 2nd and also in 3rd line, Correct code is 

<UL type = disc> 

<LI> Keyboard  

<LI> Mouse 

</UL> 
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   Answers of Choose the correct answer:- 
(1)- d    (2)- c  (3)- b (4)- c 

 

 
Answers of Fill in the blanks:- 

(1) type         (2) src   (3)  alt  (4) align   (5) start 

 
C.  Answer the following questions:- 

1. Answer:- The <IMG> tag is used to enhance the overall 

appearance of webpage. This tag helps to add image in the 

webpage. 

2. Answer:- src attribute is used to specify the URL or the 

path of the image to be displayed. And alt attribute is 

used to align the image with respect to the margins or the 

inline text. 
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3. Answer:- The main difference between <OL> and <UL> 

tag :-  

Ordered list is a numbered list of items created using the 

<OL> tag, But  

Unordered list is a bulleted list of items created using the 

<UL> tag. 

4. Answer:- This attribute specifies the type of numbering to 

be used for each list item. 

5. Answer:- We can create multilevel lists by combining both 

listing method that is ordered listing and unordered listing. 

 

1. Answer:- 
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2. Answer:-  

<OL start = “ 3 “ > 

<LI> Keyboard 

<LI> Mouse 

<LI> CPU 

</OL>  

Output Screen:- 

3. Keyboard  

4. Mouse 

5. CPU 

3. Answer:-  

<img src= “picture.gif” height= “100” width= “100” border= 

“6” align= “middle”> 

4. Answer:-  

<img src= “building.jpg” height= “100” width= “100” border= 

“6” alt= “ building.jpg”> 
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